SITE PLAN AND OVERVIEW

NORTH BLOCK
PHASE 1
CENTRAL BLOCK
PHASE 1

SOUTH BLOCK TOWNS
PHASE 2

SOUTH BLOCK CONDO
PHASE 3

FRAM Building Group Waterfront Lands redevelopment plan comprises of 3 distinct residential
phases including 62 townhomes and 89 building suites. The plan retains the Metro supermarket store
and introduces a Civic Park Square at the base of Mississaga Street.

ELEVATIONS

Residential Building + Retail
8 Storey

Waterfront Townhomes
3 Storey

RENDERINGS

Residential Building
Front Street View

Residential Building
Coldwater Street View

Waterfront Townhomes
Centennial Drive View

Civic Park Square and Live/Work Block
Mississaga Street View

UNIT SUMMARY
Unit Stats
Block
North Block
Central Block

South Block Towns

South Block Building

Total Unit Count

Unit Type
Waterfront Towns
Rear Lane Towns
Subtotal
Waterfront Towns
Subtotal
Waterfront Towns
Rear Lane Towns
Live/Work
Subtotal
Res. Suites
Live/Work
Retail
Subtotal

Unit Count
15
7
22
15
15
9
9
7
25
85
4
89

151

Area (sf)
2,000
2,000
44,000
2,000
30,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
50,000
850
1,750
3,000
82,250

206,250

FRAM Building Group proposes a gentle intensification re-development in-keeping with the City of Orillia
Downtown Tomorrow Plan. The project comprises of 62 Townhomes, 89 residential apartment suites plus 3,000
square feet of additional commercial space for a total development just over 206,000 square feet.

PROPOSAL SUMMARY
The FRAM proposal takes direct inspiration from the City’s Downtown Tomorrow plan and its theme of linking Orillia’s
core to the water. FRAM will undertake the environmental remediation of the lands and work closely with the City’s proposed road infrastructure program. The Coldwater Street extension will open up views from the downtown core to the waterfront park. The plan will improve pedestrian access and transit mobility. The project will rely on FRAM’s extensive experience in delivering award-winning sustainable communities. The proposed plan has 3 distinct block parcels. The three
components fronting Centennial Drive are proposed to be developed with a series of 3 storeys townhomes serviced by a
rear lane.
The architecture ensures a transitional design with strong marine/waterfront elements. At the corner of Front Street and
Coldwater Street a traditional 8 storey apartment building is planned with the ground floor comprising of retail stores.
The building will reinforce the traditional masonry of past buildings present in the downtown core and any surface parking will be properly screened from the public realm. The Metro supermarket is being retained and façade and signage improvements are proposed to be implemented. A generous future public square will be created at the Mississaga Street
and Centennial Drive junction. The square will be framed by retail uses and programmed for public gatherings.
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aterfront
Reimasined
A Meetina Place

Hiah Quality Public Realm

Tribal Partners is presenting a unique stepped design
for the civic square, with the intent that the upper areas
are publicly accessible but that the lower portion of the
plaza is retained by the City. As part of the proposal we
wanted to present a strong civic square that provides a
unique experience along the waterfront and becomes a
success for the City of Orillia and the development while
also resonating with the public's sense of place. The scale
of the plaza together with the ribbon of public open spaces
identified along Centennial Drive feels appropriate for this
type of development however Tribal Partners is committed
to work with the city to make sure that the civic square
area is appropriate to the needs of the city and community
and that it is a unique destination and place of pride for the
community.

The location of the development along the waterfront
and gateway between downtown and the water requires a
cohesive, thoughtful, timeless and engaging public realm.
The development will strive to provide consistent and
high standards of materials, site furnishings, signage and
landscape not just at the perimeter but throughout the
highly pedestrian porous development and throughout all
public spaces.

The design includes the following:
• Stepped Garden off of the Civic Square sheltered on
both sides from wind allowing visitors a way to enjoy
views onto the waterfront, while sitting within a lush
garden setting. Part of the upper portion beyond the
steps provides direct access to the parking garage
and is accessible by the public. In addition there is a
greenhouse located at the top which can act as a winter
garden pavilion extending the garden experience of the
steps into the colder winter months. Alternate ideas

include restaurant or event space.

•

The streetscape materials along the perimeter utilize
the red brick found along Mississaga Street East
enhanced with accents of stone paving.
• Where the hotel and commercial spaces are adjacent to
the square, hard surfaces for gathering space and patio
spaces have been incorporated on lands adjacent to the
civic square.
• To create transition space to the park, the civic square
is completed as a grass-sodded area with a variety of
low maintenance and salt resistant seasonal planting.
To facilitate public gatherings, street furniture is
incorporated into the design. The development
abutting the civic square face towards the civic
square, offering views of and transitioning into it.

The design includes the following:
• A high quality public realm increases the use of public
space and supports associated business, encourages
greater participation in community and cultural
activities and enhances personal safety.
• Active frontages adjacent to all public streets, framed
by active at-grade uses with transparent windows,
doors, glazing and other architectural treatments help
keep the Public realm safe and animated.
• Public art animates and adds cultural expression to
the public realm. Located to be accessible and highly
visible to the public, the space also provides an intimate
experience with the artworks. The art parkette can have
changing installations.
• Landscaping is incorporated throughout the
development as buffer zones between sidewalks and
vehicular streets. These landscape buffers clearly
delineate the pedestrian right-of-way long for a
seamless design approach to a safe public realm while
also providing seating and lighting in the case of
Coldwater Street East seen here.
• Salt and wind tolerant trees like male Gingko Bilobas
and Hackberry will be planted along Centennial Drive
in pocket parks and plaza spaces for moments of pause
and diversity in the site's landscape design.
• Within the site blocks there are a series of green
roofs, garden terraces and greenhouses. Green roofs
have many advantages that help reduce the Urban
Heat Island Effect.purify the air, reduce the ambient
temperature, regulate the indoor temperature, save
energy and encourage biodiversity.
• The proposed development incorporates generous
landscaped boulevards along all public street and
open space frontages, incorporating a combination of
planting materials and street furnishings, while utilizing

native vegetation and water conservation practices.

Public Plaza at Centennial and Mississasa

ti

Parkins Structure on Site B

Public Plaza at Centennial and Mississasa

Art Parkette on Centennial

Mural artwork by Kathleen Fu, 2019
Sculptures by Christian Mueller, 2018
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Plannina
Growth
A Timeless Desian
The downtown waterfront image is articulated through
wood as both structure and material and brings warmth
and unique sense of place through the elegance of timber.
Simple openings and clean lines form the facades that
respond to the waterfront and surrounding site through
large openings, views, terraces and balconies. The base
of the buildings along urban arteries nod to the existing
downtown's materials of brick and continue a human scaled
storefront and streetscape for Orillia's future development
and growth. The entire ground floor commercial and
residential frontage are captured by a continuous canopy
that responds to the existing downtown scale and
continues the main street promenade to the waterfront.
The canopy provides daytime shading, evening lighting,
coordinated signage and a sensitive response to the site's
intensified public program of a waterfront commercial,
retail, and dining experience.

Sustainability for a Responsible
Future
The 'new' tradition in Ori Ilia of utilizing timber structures,
as already demonstrated in the Waterfront Centre, we
believe is a deeply meaningful response to the important
role of Orillia in supporting the resource-based economy
of the broader region (the'near north')and harkens back to
the importance of timber (milling lumber) in the economy
of Orillia itself. This site, for many decades, operated
as rail lands shipping and receiving wood and was an
important economic engine for the downtown area. We
understand that true sustainability is considerate of both
buildings and economy. For this reason, we are committed
to the use and celebration of locally sourced material,
the use of local suppliers, throughout the development.
Mass Timber and Wood Frame Construction
The image of the development will be one of warm wood
tones. Wood, as a low-carbon building material, will add a
warmth to the development that also fits into the Orillia
ambience of nature and the outdoors. The development is
designed almost entirely to be constructed of renewable
materials, both the primary building structure and the
facades. The building facades will include a mix of wood
panel systems and 'built-up' assemblies that deploy wood
structural and finishing elements in innovative ways.
The mid-rise buildings will be primarily constructed of
engineered timber elements, in most cases structural
'cross-laminated-timber' (CLT) slabs and panels. The low
rise elements will deploy more traditional wood-frame
construction. The intensive use of wood, provided by
Ontario-based suppliers, both shortens the supply chain
and dramatically lowers the overall community's carbon
footprint. The opportunity of mass timber construction

is minimization of material waste on site and reduction
of time in the overall construction process. During
construction on site waste will be separated for recycling
and minimizing construction waste impact on the
environment beyond the building's construction timeline.
Landscape
The Orillia waterfront redevelopment transforms
post-industrial rail and waterfront into a thriving civic
landscape. The landscape design and vision of the
proposal is rooted in Orillia's natural environment and
surroundings. Centennial Drive. and connecting arteries
of Coldwater Street East. and Mississaga Street East
mediates the connections between the city and lake,
becoming a vital threshold and reimagined front door to
the city that provides space for a variety of new activities
and programming. The transformation of this site, city
and waterfront will become an urban destination for
generations to come.
Native trees and grasses will be used throughout in order
to minimize the amount of water needed. This flora will
thrive in its natural environment with minimal intervention.
The Honey Locust is a native tree to the Southwestern
Ontario landscape and its tolerance to drought, wind
and salt will allow it to thrive in a waterfront setting like
Orillia. Coldwater Street East and Mississaga Street East
landscape design approach is seen as a connective tissue
to the city. The Honey Locust will act as a connective
tissue for the site's landscape, lining the streetscape
for a consistent landscape experience through the
development. A network of pocket parks, plazas and
terraces along Centennial Drive serve as a connected
landscape experience along the waterfront. Salt and wind
tolerant trees like male Ginkgo Bilobas and Hackberry will
be planted along Centennial Drive in pocket parks and
plaza spaces for moments of pause and diversity in the
site's landscape design. An integral rainwater collection
and drainage system will be designed as a part of the
landscape system.
Green roofs
Within the site blocks there are a series of green roofs,
garden terraces and greenhouses. Green roofs have many
advantages that help reduce the Urban Heat Island Effect,
purify the air, reduce the ambient temperature, regulate
the indoor temperature, save energy and encourage
biodiversity. With the recent Covid-19 pandemic, it has
become apparent that we need to plan and incorporate
a variety of green spaces beyond the typical access. In
order to engage landscape in a variety of ways, people
need access to open spaces with varying levels of privacy.

Pedestrian Realm at Coldwater and Centennial
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A Place at the
ater
Connectina Coldwater
to Centennial
The extension of Coldwater Street East to Centennial Drive
reconfigures the once fragmented city and waterfront.
Through this new connection to the water, the downtown
waterfront can become a vibrant setting for program,
activity and people. The additional access point becomes
a new gateway between lake and the city addressing
key challenges of unification and activation by providing
pedestrian, active transportation and vehicular access
from the City to the waterfront, while also providing a
complimentary retail streetscape.
The Front Street and Coldwater Street East intersection
facing now towards is the first threshold of this new
gateway transitioning between the historic downtown
and the new waterfront. Therefore the architecture of the
development has been carefully considered to create a
gateway at this key moment. The base of the buildings
along this urban artery picks-up the existing materials of
red brick found within the downtown and continues the
human scaled storefront and streetscape from Orillia's
"main street" into the development, providing and
extending the timeless and historic sense of place.
The existing Metro grocery store facade will be
revitalized to provide a more direct frontage onto the
Coldwater Street East extension including the addition
of a brick facade and a wood canopy. Wood canopies at
this junction will start to signal the transition from the
more traditional brick architecture to the reinvented
waterfront architecture made predominantly of wood.
This architectural form becomes lighter as it approaches
the water and is expressed not only by the material change
but also through simplified proportions, increased balcony
space and larger windows opening towards the water.

As Coldwater Street East and Centennial Drive meet,
this connection serves as the access point to the Civic
Square, the waterfront greenway and new residential
neighbourhood at the lake providing a vital and vibrant
node that will be the center point of new commerce,
housing, and tourism.

Pedestrian Environment throuah
the Seasons
To facilitate the comfort of both visitors and residents
the master plan has implemented a series of design
strategies to make the public spaces comfortable and
enjoyable during a variety of seasons. The most obvious
being the Stepped Garden sheltered by two building
facades from wind allowing visitors a way to enjoy
views onto the waterfront. Solar exposure of key public
buildings and open spaces is optimized in addition to
the use of a variety of awnings, canopies and arcades
to protect from wind and weather. Landscape and trees
also play a key role in blocking, reducing and redirecting
wind. Even the introduction of color and materials such as
wood into the site and the architecture help in the dull of
winter to combat monotony. In addition by protecting for
interface type uses at key street frontages the ability to
break the cold to go inside or even just to get distracted
is introduced. In addition a series of winter recreation
activity spaces, including the possibility of turning the
water fountain into a small skating rink and fire pits have
been strategically placed throughout to provide the
additional entertainment and warming effects.

Coldwater Lookina Towards the Port of Orillia
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Hotel Rooftop Terrace and Greenhouse

Centennial Frontaae alona the Port of Orillia
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